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EDITORIAL by Karen de Wit
Welcome to Autumn—warm days and colder evenings/mornings with
lots of dew on the grounds. Today I walked the dogs in the park and
came home with soaking wet shoes and socks, not particularly pleasant I must admit. A number of training nights have already been cancelled and Link this month was postponed— this turned out to be a
great decision because the night we did hold it was absolutely awesome and we got lots of people and dogs down to Club.
What has your Club got planned over the next few months? Do you
take time off over winter for a month or more? Do you organise indoor events instead—what sort of things?
In our articles section is one on Training the weave—why not read
this and see if you can tick all the boxes.
This is the last in our Triathlon series—even if you have missed the
previous ones, why not give the Snooker a go! There will be a second series later in the year.
Good luck and happy travelling to both Fiona Ferrar and Mike Butler
who are overseas for the next few months. Wish me luck as I try to
keep the website and results ticking over as per normal. (Luckily Kate
Butler is still in NZ and can help) and be nice to Malcolm who is
stepping into one of Fiona’s many shoes!
Have fun and see you at the comps!!
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~ NALA REPORTS ~
Double Perspective from the Top Arf
By Rosemarie J Baker & Diana Mckay
Rosemarie’s ranting ramble
Here we are yet again with another monthly report. Diana & I were giving this a
trail run for a few months and it’s already a few months. At this stage I think we
are coping ok with the reports and there haven’t been any complaints, although
we have had one positive feedback mentioned in last month’s report. So if you
magazine readers out their can put up with us we will continue in the meantime.
Anyway….on with the news!
EBOP Champ Agility & Jumpers Event
The forecast was not good but it didn’t stop campers and tenter’s braving the predicted weather. However, this bad forecast didn’t eventuate and it turned into a
lovely hot sunny weekend.
Some great judges had been invited to this two day event. Travelling from afar
were - Joanne Rennell from Invercargill, Paul Taylor from Upper Hutt. Closer to
home was Steve Chester, Isobel Syme, Lyn Sayers and not to forget President
Martin Bush. There were plenty of challenges over the weekend and some great
achievements made.
EBOP were once again fortunate with the generous sponsorship of Royal Canin.
It appeared helpers were a little thin on the ground so EBOP decided not to have a
score board. Where I get why and totally understand, it was really hard for Show
Sec Wendy Breggar to keep up with getting all the score sheets on the wall. The
events were running very efficiently with running four rings at once most of the
time. It took some time to find out if you were in time, or placed.
Even lovely Bevan Dale (nick named Day Tripper) had managed three falls before 11am.
The down side of Saturday was when Kirstin Graves had her iPhone stolen from
her chair by a member of the public. The phone was tracked to be in Kawerau,
even the street, after all the efforts made to find it and tell the authorities, the police just didn’t have the man power to go and get it. Never leave your positions
unattended anywhere; someone always wants what is NOT there’s.
A milestone event during the weekend was Maggie and Brian Mariner had their
40 year wedding anniversary. They are not only still together after 40 years, they
are still running agility. Although, I did hear there could have been a divorce that
weekend as Brian locked them out of their van for several hours. That wasn’t a
good start to a romantic wedding anniversary evening! Then another rumour that
Maggie got Brian back with locking them out of the van at Wag….what a hoot!
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Wag Champ Jumpers Event
What an event to remember the Duke & Duchess of Cambridge were nearby, so it
was great excitement in the hope they may pop by to watch some real working
dogs…but alas it was not to be they were too busy opening the new Valadrome in
Cambridge.
Clubs are doing an awesome job inviting out of town judges to come north.
There was Graeme Lawson coming all the way from Rangiora and Cam List from
Hastings. There was of course President Martin Bush and from Ohope and Alan
Willox from Pokeno.
What a contrast this weekend was compared to last year. The morning started out
with dew under foot and a little coolness in the air, all running into a bright sunny
day. Cool coats, water spray bottles and keeping dogs cool was a must.
Some competitor’s took some of the ribbons and prizes back to Christchurch. It
was quite nice for these people as splits are rare in the South Island. True credit to
them, they were tough competition, deserving their booty.
It’s fair to say this was a very pleasant event. Memory has it that last year we had
flooding on the Sunday with one event running which was stopped and another
due to start that was called off.
Rose Bowl Team Trophy
This annual interclub competition as always was fun and there were plenty of
teams this year. The interesting thing is you don’t know who the other teams are;
everyone only knows their own teams. This means you know when you’re doing
well and when you’re not doing well. So it can be a surprise at Prize giving when
you find out who the winning team is. Akarana DTC who has retained the Rose
Bowl Trophy for the past two years had to concede defeat and hand it over to one
of the Counties Teams. There is always next year to get it back, watch out Counties!!
Champion Mark Wilson with Rosie: This is such great news. Rose isn’t Marks
dog, he’s been running her for some time and finally it has paid off.
Sunday This was a drier morning without a drop of dew on the ground and the
day was awesome with brilliant sun shine again.
Everything ran smoothly as yesterday with a fine end to a great weekend of
courses, happy people because of the lovely autumn weather and of course prize
getters.
Counties Champ Agility & Jumpers event
This show held every Easter is always great fun.
Friday Fighting the Auckland holiday traffic the stalwart campers gathered at the
grounds Good Friday ready for to start Saturday.
Saturday Judges were Libby Ellery from Feilding, Rebecca Roper from KeriKeri
John Muir from Hamilton and Counties judges from the counties district. There
were plenty of challenges in these course, all were great to run. This day saw a lot
of events run including AD which had 88 entries with 17 clear.
Today was a fresh breeze with two heavy rain falls. But then we had some nice
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sun and blue skies.
Sunday Today proved to be somewhat different than yesterday with the morning
being coolish and a few showers to mid-morning and the rest of the afternoon
with heavy rain falls. I think over all we were pretty lucky the day before.
The traditionally held Dash for Cash event is always a lot of fun. This began
with a Starters type course, followed by a Novice type course for the Final. The
winner this year was Kelly Daniel and the lovely Chase.
The other traditional event run at this show is the Young Handler. Open to any
non-competing handlers under the age of 16 years. This is a great idea that enables those youngsters who have to be at this event all weekend with their competing family members. It gives them a bit of stardom of their own and always
attracts plenty of supporters watching. The winner this year was Ryan with Coal.
Our usual entertainer Bevan Dale had been away for the week and over Easter in
China at a Trade Fair, so he says anyway? When you next see him ask him about
the restaurant with over 400 dishes on the menu. He made a great effort to get
through some of them. Bevan turned up Sunday morning looking pretty shattered.
When I asked him if he would run any of his dogs he say he’d leave it the kids
who had been running them during the weekend, he wasn’t up to too much thinking. Well that’s an amazing statement coming from him!!
Monday North Shore held a Flygility Tournament at Counties. Several stayed on
camping overnight to compete. What a difference in weather from Sunday. Although windy it was a lovely sunny and reasonably warm day.
It was a long day though the Beginners and Senior classes ran first thing started at
8.30am and didn’t finish until after 11.30am. Fly is becoming even more popular
and the entries are big. Most events take half the day to get through. There were
a few issues with boxes and a dog getting a foot caught in the box handle, although the dog is fine. This is has since caused much discussion on the Fly discussion site. There could be changes afoot? Still everyone had fun through the
day and that’s the main objective.
Also presented at this show are the following results:

2013 Zone 1 Results
Top dogs in the Zone 1
Micro Carol Bennett & Pico Calamity Kid
Mini Louise Franklin & Indianapolis (3rd year in a row) Akarana
Medium – Allan Rohde & Aquila Flickering - Flame Counties
Maxi – Julie McConkey & One Cool Li’l Bro – Cambridge
Top Zone 1 Clubs: - Counties, WAG, Cambridge, North Shore, Akarana, Mangawhai, Huntly, Manukau, Norwest, Whangarei, Hibiscus Coast, ACAC, APGSD
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Hawkes Bay/Napier Champ/Jumpers
Although this isn’t my Zone to write about I thought I’d add a short note.
Hawkes Bay is really the “Sunny Hawkes Bay”. This is my second show down
this way, last year was in November. I was impressed with the place then. So it
was nice to return using the Anzac long weekend. After running out of petrol up a
hill with 12kms to go before a petrol fill was possible, we made it only being an
hour over schedule. It appeared I wasn’t the only Jaffa that attended; there were
quite a few of us from the north. Lou Baker managed to get herself into strife
also at the first BP station on the way in, NO lights being tripped by her caravan.
(Lou found later on Saturday this was a wiring problem) There were plenty of
campers from around the region and there was plenty of room. Campers were
even entertained by Speedway next door on Friday and Saturday night. Someone
told me it was $5.00 to spectate; I wanted to know how much it was to drive…..?
Gosh the people all over this area are so lovely. We stayed in Havelock North
this time, this little town has so many lovely restaurants and cafes, and there wasn’t a need to leave other than the event during the day.
Saturday It was nice to see Martin Trimble up from Christchurch, blaming his
wife on his course designs! Just quietly I thought they were rather nice, shame he
couldn’t design them himself! Ha Ha. The show itself was great fun. In general it
went smoothly with Tunnellers at the end almost running in the dark. I think
there were more than expected entries. Prize giving finished before it was too
dark though.
Sunday went even smoother. My events were all finished at 2pm. I organised
collection of CRs and we left to travel back to Auckland by 2.30pm.
It was a lovely show to attend, great atmosphere, friendly people, we will go back
again. I have pre-booked accommodation for November. Hopefully we will be
able to make it then too.
Showsec Section:
Scott and I had an occurrence at the WAG show that involved the double pad
system and a competitor assuming that the scribe had their number and the scribe
assuming that the number they had was for the competitor on the line. Do we
know where this story is going? Oh yes. The numbers were out of sync and a
D’d dog got a clear round assigned to them and of course, vice versa. Our heartfelt thanks to Keri Neilson who took the time and effort to figure out what happened and to remedy it!
I’d like to put on my “stern mother” hat at this juncture and remind ALL competitors of my most repeated regulation, “5.2.5 Competitors' Numbers - It is the responsibility of the handler to ensure that the scribe has their number recorded
correctly prior to commencing their run.” It doesn’t take very long to shout it out
to the scribe, honest!
To those scribes that also take the trouble to write down a name or description of
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the dog, thank you. When it all goes horribly wrong “backstage”, it makes life so
much easier to figure out what happened!
Happy competing and remember – shout that number!

Secret Roving Reporter in the field
New Script – Confidential
To replace Shortland Street
Background
With the script finally becoming predictable and ratings dropping it is proposed to
replace Shortland Street with something more suited to the audience to stop the
gradual decline in ratings. It must appeal to the TV2 audience and most importantly have longevity.
Dog Agility in NZ is proposed to be the backdrop, and be part of a creation that is
half big brother, half The Block, half the GC and half Motorway Patrol
Proposal
To create a reality show that follows the life on and off the course of dogs and
their families as they prepare for NZDAC.
We want disharmony, we want bitchy, we want to see relationships and we want
to see the dogs as the glue that holds everything together as they train and prepare
for the big weekend. We need disasters and we need to see the raw emotion of
success and failure, nutters and bores, and to make the obsessive even more obsessive
Remember it’s important for a reality show not to have reality, but TV created
reality. This is so people can vicariously live through what we show. But please
note we do need stars, we need villains and we need victims
This is all about taking Tux wonder dogs, but delving into the background, the
private lives of people and exposing them for the world to see. Make it clear that
camera’s will be in kennels, in bedrooms, in kitchens and in cars so we get to see
the drama, the laughter and the tears
Let me know if you think this has legs as we need to do something as advertisers
are starting to realize we are not in Guatemala after all Dr Ropati

The Middle North Report
from The Sleuth Hound .
EBOP 5th & 6th April
EBOP Club have great grounds where they hold their competitions. The location
is easy to get to and the stream that runs through the boundary of the grounds is
just great for the dogs to swim in and cool off when the weather is hot.
There is room for people to camp at the grounds which is such a bonus, especially
if the weathers is kind. The supermarket just across the road is another plus to
stock up on essential supplies with just a short walk away.
EBOP Club is a fairly small Club and actively seek help from other competitors /
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family to help with the numerous jobs required to run the Show. This is great as
most people do not mind lending a hand.
3 Agility Events and 2 Jumpers Events-- That is quite an ambitious programme
for a small Club and should have drawn larger entries, but it did not; therefore a
number of Events were not split.
I did ponder this question and I think I might have the answer.
Trying to run 3 Rings at the same time with limited entries is a recipe for disaster
( In my opinion) especially if handlers are running more than one dog ( most handlers do run more than one dog )
Certainly the Club has to be congratulated for running this number of Events and
for finishing so early in the afternoon. Very efficient. But should this be the main
objective of running an event? I don't believe it is.
If a competitor wants to finish early and go home/ elsewhere that is their choice.
They do not have to enter all classes especially those classes near the end of the
schedule. They can leave before prize giving and get a mate to take their place
and collect their booty.
So why does a Club wish to finish the Events early ?? sure- on a Sunday when
most people have to travel home and some have to travel long distances. But that
is the competitors choice.
But WHY would a Club be so desperate to finish early on a Saturday when it is a
weekend Show ??????
In endeavouring to run 3 Rings at the same time many competitors who ran more
than one dog were stressed. Trying to walk their courses in a timely manner
proved difficult with only a short window of time to do this.
Trying to warm up their dog/s and cool their dogs down was a difficult task.
Trying to run their dog well and do it justice was not easy.
Most of the time there was no indication when a Ring would start. I think this is
very important.
The loud speaker system was pretty awful.
There was no results board.( I just hate this!!)
Will the Club take this criticism on board ( maybe not)
But I was certainly not the only competitor to feel this way.............

Hawkes Bay Championship Jumpers Event- 26th & 27th April
Held at the Napier Club grounds . Many people were able to make this a long
weekend as ANZAC day was on the Friday.
Start times were very civilized with course walking at 8.45am and start at 9am.
Although there had been some rain on the Friday evening, the weekend turned out
mostly fine and sunny and quite hot at times.
There were some great Judges and some excellent courses over the weekend .
Most of the Events and Rings ran really well with some upbeat music that kept
everyone moving along.
Unfortunately for the campers there was the heavy drone of race cars from the
speedway next door in the evenings until quite late. But a great weekend was had
by everybody.
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Once again a certain Chelsea Marriner had not been keeping track of her dog's
Challenge Certificates and it was not until she reached home that she realized that
Legend-- Ohutu Legendary Freestyler-- had achieved those final Challenge Certificates to achieve Jumpers Champion.
Ledge had an awesomely successful weekend with 2 wins and a 2nd place in A
jumpers. So 3 Challenge Certificates.-- I guess Chelsea can be forgiven for not
keeping track..

Huge Congratulations to this pair.

This is a great article by Steve Schwarz that I hope you enjoy and
can adapt to your own handling.

Handling With Intensity
06 Jun 2012 Steve Schwarz
For today's subject on "Attitude" I've written about the attitude I strive for when handling on course. For me the most important aspect of handling, next to using proactive handling, is
bringing an intensity to my execution. What do I mean by intensity? It is a focus on what I need to do and a drive to do it.
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For me handling with intensity involves:
• Stepping to the line confident that we have the skills needed to
"beat" the course.
• Really knowing the course and the handling I will use - no
doubts, no what-ifs.
• Getting to the places on course where I need to be - believing I
can get there and driving myself to get there.
• Getting out of position as soon as my dog is committed and
driving to my next location.
Consciously connecting with my dog on course when I need his attention.
One reason I put time and effort into this sport is because I enjoy
the feeling of my dog and me mastering the challenges of the
course. I enjoy doing well on course. I also figure that every time
our dogs step in to the ring they bring all they have to give; by handling with intensity I try to do the same.
So here are some of the things I do when running a course.
Preparation
It all begins before I bring my dog to the ring. I want to be completely prepared when it is time to run.
It may not be cool to walk a course "to death". But if I really want
to beat the course I will execute my plan over and over again during
the walk through until I'm certain I know it. I'm doing it in a very
specific way. I will have found the places I have to get to; where I
need to be to correctly cue my dog through the tricky sections of the
course. As people leave the walk through I'll go faster and faster
into that location executing the cues I plan to use during the actual
run.
I am doing two things: first I'm making sure I am ending up in the
correct location. For example, if I'm executing a Front Cross I'll verify that I'm ending up on my Front Cross Line and rotating out facing in the correct direction. If not I'll keep repeating moving in and
out of the cross until I've got it right. Second I'm reinforcing the
physical motions that I'll perform when I run the course. I'm trying
to create not only the visual cues of where I will be but also a muscle memory of how the rotation feels when I cross correctly.
On a really twisty Jumpers course I'm might run the challenging
sections a half dozen to a dozen times at as fast a speed as I can
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without interfering with anyone else's walk through.
Once runs start I'll watch other similar dogs run the course and see
if I missed something in my planning - I will almost never change
my plan. But I might decide I need to add/remove cues to ensure
our success. I will also "walk through" my motions on the side lines,
both looking at the course and without looking to make sure I know
my handling sequence.
Once my dog is warmed up I'll get in line and look at the course and
visually trace my path through the course again to make sure I still
have the sequence firmly locked in my brain. This is especially useful when the walk through was hours before the run.
Running
This is the "pay off" for the preparation and when intensity really
matters. When it is time to run the course I try to push everything
else out of mind and have a narrow focus on executing, closely
watching/cuing my dog and really driving myself to those points
where I need to be. Handling still must balance where you need to
be with providing the cues your dog needs when they need them.

But as soon as my dog knows what is needed; I try to be unrelentingly driving forward to my next spot.
Because I don't doubt my dog's skills, or my plan, or my abilities to
remember my plan I am only thinking about execution. So I'm just
in a little handling "loop":
• Give cues to my dog
• Track my dog's location/execution/commitment
• Locate and drive to my next spot
Repeat
Handling with intensity means focusing entirely on the tasks in that
feedback loop for the time it takes to run the course.
Results
My dog really responds when I bring intensity to a run. He is faster,
he is charged up. He can feel me putting my energy in to the run
and it is almost as if I am putting that energy directly into him. It is
soooo cooool! Even at seven years old he is still getting faster on
course.
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A cynic might say: "But aren't you supposed to have fun running the
course?" For me handling with intensity is more than just fun, it is
exhilarating! Especially when it is a hard sequence and I know I got
where I needed to be and my dog never had any question about
what was next. We don't have to place or qualify. But I have to have
given it my full focus in preparation and execution.
Training
This handling attitude applies to training too. It can be hard to bring
intensity to a training session; you know there is always another
chance to try the sequence. But in the past few years I've been really
trying to prepare and handle training sequences just like a trial sequence.
When training, the first run through the sequence is the one that
really tests your handling skills. If you have an experienced dog
they have learned at least part of the sequence after the first time
through. Consequently, in subsequent runs through that sequence
your handling might not be fully responsible for your success. That
is why I try to treat that first run exactly like a trial course. It can be
really hard after a long day at work, sitting in traffic on the way to
class, late at night, etc. But I think of it like running that last course
of a long weekend. So I almost "force" myself to go through the
same preparation and execute with the same intensity as running at
a trial. I think it is good practice. It also brings out more trial-like
mistakes in my run so I can work on them in training. I use subsequent runs to experiment with alternate handling methods.
Recently I've been coaching some handlers having trouble running
their young, fast dogs to adopt this handling attitude. They may
have a rhythm in their handling with their older dogs that doesn't
match their new partner. Often they are "afraid" to drive to their
next location on course because it can cue extension; and many
young, fast dogs are just looking for reasons to extend and run
faster... But the reality is you can be much more effective cuing collection if you get out ahead of your dog to be in position to give collection cues. As I like to say, once your dog is committed to an obstacle your job there is done - move on to where you need to be.
Use that fraction of a second to get another step down course. Those
steps add up and you'll get to where you need to be. You still need
to work the foundation skills with your dog, but you won't always
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be handling from behind.
I hope I've given you an idea of what I mean by handling with intensity. I hope you've experienced that thrill in your runs. If you
haven't, I hope you will give your next run "your all" and feel the
exhilaration for which I am always striving.

The Lower North Report
By Lloyd Palleson
DAWG ribbon 6 April - Didn’t get to this one but good to see some newbie handlers with Lucy Tannahill and Nugget winning Elementary B. Others to do well
included Jenny Purdom and Kyla winning Starters, Marion Holman and Zephyr
winning Senior, Louise Williams and Gnat winning Jumpers C and Nicole Robinson and Nitro winning Jumpers B.
Horowhenua Champ 12/13 April – Looks like all Kim Nicol needed to do to
get that last elusive Challenge with Lulu, for her AgCh was to give up being the
intrepid NALA reporter!
Kim described the wetting as similar to drowning.
In the strange but true files Rebecca Sidwell’s Mya did a faceplant/headstand in
the weaves in Intermediate 2 managed to recover went clear and got 2nd place!
In non-doggy news Nicola and
Steve Chalmers are expecting. :-)
Heather Smith who was the show
manager managed to take the
time to get her first win with the
talented Swazi
in Jumpers C.
South Rangitikei Ribbon 19
April – Didn’t make this one
either. Some notable results –
Holly Dawson and Maggie 1st in
Novice small, Debbie Shute and
Jess 1st in Novice medium,
Nicole Robinson and Nitro 1st
Novice Maxi, Karen de Wit and
Mr Finnegan wining both Intermediate and Senior, Sivia Rizzi
and Boomer 1st in Jumpers C and
Penny Nalder and Dice 1st in
Jumpers A. Cont Pg 19
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NALA AGM 2014.
You can record your votes for the following on the website, or via
email or post.
Approval of Honaraium and subscription refunds.
1.
Honararium for Editor (Karen de Wit) $500
2.
Magazine distributor (Carole Logan) $100
3.
Agility Results recorder (Mike Butler) $250
4.
Flygility (Raewyn Saville) $100
5.
Treasurer (Malcolm Ward) $430
6.
Refund of subs for above, plus NALA reps
Approval of financial statements.
The financial report and financial statements are published in this
magazine. Fiona Ferrar has moved they be accepted /seconder
Karen de Wit. Any questions or discussions can be directed to the
Secretary.
Election of new Life member
It is proposed Fiona Ferrar/Karen de Wit that Allan Rohde be
awarded Life membership of NALA.
Allan Rohde has been nominated for his long term service to NALA.
Allan has been the Flygility co-ordinator since 2002, taking over
from Julia Crouch. He has provided a Flygility column every month
for 12 years, as well as courses for the magazine, and working out
results until the time they became computerised. He has also acted
as Auditor for NALA for many years, and been a successful competitor.
Excerpt from Constitution “Life members. Honorary Life members may be
elected from time to time as a mark of recognition of active service to NALA.
Honorary Life membership entitles the bearer to full membership rights for life
with exemption from all subscriptions. The Annual general meeting may by Special resolution elect Honorary Life members provided that
(a) any honorary life member must currently be a financial member of NALA,
and
(b) must be proposed and seconded by two other financial members.”
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Continued…...
Napier/Hawkes Bay Champ Jumpers – Ok the theme for the month not at this
one either. Louise Williams and Gnat are gelling well with a 1st, 2nd and two 3rd s
in Jumpers C small. Bronwyn Morgan who sadly had a bad accident on the way
home from the show (we all wish her a speedy recovery and hope to see her back
in action soon) got a 1st and 3rd in Jumper B small with Ricki.

Easter pictures
from BULLS —
thanks to
Claire Smit
for photos.

EASTER ART at Bulls—by
Claire Smit.
Members of Wanganui Dog Training Club heading to Bulls over
Easter weekend to compete in
Flygility and Agility. The weather
managed to behave itself for Flygility on the Friday. Bronwyn
Morgan and Ziggy won beginners,
with Claire Smit and Bailey runners up. Bruce Lacey and and
Lucy were semi-finalists in Intermediate. Claire and Bailey and
also gained enough points for
Bailey’s FD title.
On Saturday, at the Agility Ribbon
Trial, members of the WDTC beginners agility class all performed
well. For some of them it was
their first competition. The
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weather wasn’t quite so kind on Saturday.
Helen Doney and her Border Collie, Chloe, won Elementary B. Helen Kuhn and
Toby won Elementary A, while Odette Whitter and Piper had their first clear
round to come 2nd in the same course.
Helen Kuhn and Toby came 3rd in Starters and Lesley Bardsley and Tuppence
had a super run to come 4th. Anyone who has seen Tuppence run before knows
she has heaps of potential, but is a little crazy. Super effort Lesley.
Holly Dawson and Maggie came first in Novice (small dogs); Silvia Rizzi and
Boomer were 3rd in Novice (medium dogs). Odette Whitter and Myka came 1st
in Jumpers B. In Jumper C Silvia Rizzi and Boomer came 1st, Helen Kuhn (didn’t
she do well) and Toby were 3rd. Bruce Lacey and Bill Stewart also took home
clear round certificates.

Central Bark
By Linley, Kliff and Fluke
In March, Nelson held an open day for members of the public to
attend. This coincided nicely with Cyclone Lusi. So yes, the
weather was TERRIBLE. A few brave souls did turn up though, so
all was not in vain.
Back in March a number of NDTC members put on a display as part
of the Nelson SPCA’s ‘Dogs Day Out’ again. This always proves
to be popular with the public. My sources say that Kathy K’s
‘Split’ was a particular hit, apparently repeatedly running off to
complete half an agility course when she was meant to be just doing
a Flygility run. This caused the crowd to erupt into laughter each
time. See attached photos that appeared on ‘Stuff.co.nz’ of Swift
(Hadassa Koessler) and Zig (Michelle Griffiths). Participating in
these demonstrations always seems to be good promotion for our
dog sports.
Selwyn Dog Training Club Champ 5th & 6th April
This was my first attendance to Selwyn’s new grounds. Very nice,
with a stream for the dogs to chill out in, in between runs. Lots of
good results from the Lindwood dogs. Sandra Goodwin and Finn
winning a starters and placing in C. Natasha Neame and Joker getting placed. Sue Neale and River, grabbing a win and placings.
Nartasha Gorrie and Lia winning a Novice. I think Nartasha is possibly up to her 3rd Novice win? But due to winning a Novice before
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a Starters, she cannot move
up yet. While this rule may
be beneficial for some people in areas with a high
amount of events, it proves
to be a hindrance for people in our location. Natasha Neame did well with
ALL her dogs, as per
usual ;). Steph
Hayes also won a
Novice. Sheryl
Vincent also won
a Jumpers C.
Whew! The ‘top
of the south’ lot
did pretty well actually! I’m bound
to have forgotten
someone though!
All in all, some
pretty stiff competition in the upper levels too with Anne C, Roselle B achieving a lot
of the top slots. Congrats to Anne for gaining champ. Or was it
Dave? Well, Anne had to take the wetting anyway!
We have a few of our newer club members starting to travel quite
frequently which is great to see. More people hooked on the sport.
I’ll let Sue finish up on this event, as I am sure she has more to add.

Canterbury Tails
by Sue McKee, Rez & Zest
Linley has done a great job of covering Selwyn’s event, so I don’t
have to dredge up memories of what happened and who got what. I
did attend CCATS ribbon trial mid-April in the rain - is it ever going to stop raining in Canterbury? On February 23rd we had a big
hail storm at home which ruined our clear light verandah roofing
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and smashed holes in all the spouting around the house. Since then
it doesn’t seem to have stopped raining, as I can testify as all the
water pours down the walls through the holes in the spouting whenever it rains. Haven’t had time yet to replace it and it’s raining all
the time anyway so no chance to do it in dry conditions! As I write
this the water is forming a lake on our lawn - always a good sign
that the ground cannot take any more!
CCATS saw Heather Hood and Niobe go clear in Novice - always
good when she picks her feet up, eh, Heather? And James and Ritz
had a good run or two, also Hazel Littlejohn and Kate gained a first
placing in Starters.
Then we move on to Waimak 6xjumpers and Flygility tournament.
Did I mention we’ve had a lot of rain? Well, the week before this
event it was absolutely torrential. Waimak grounds have become
almost unusable especially over winter - whether it’s the earthquakes or some other phenomenon but they just don’t seem to dry
out, and it’s starting early this year. So ... the club was faced on Friday morning, just hours before the Fly tournament, with finding a
new venue. Gladstone Park in Woodend was where we were to
move to, so all club members were called upon to move all the
equipment (thankfully only jumps and tunnels due to it being a
jumpers event) out to the new grounds. Of course Rice Park, being
underwater, could not be driven upon so those helping had to cart
all the gear out to the car park. All went well, the fly tournament
was held and courses set up for Saturday for agility. A lovely day
was had by all - the weather cleared and everything was looking
pretty hunky dory until after the event on Saturday when some
pretty irate rugby club people advised that we were not allowed to
be on their grounds and could we shift please, over to another part
of the field. So ... those unfortunate enough to still be there after
most had gone home shifted everything over (the courses had been
set up for the next day but these were then dismantled) and all was
okay - or was it? Later on the club was informed that they were not
welcome at all at the rugby grounds and that they had to go over to
the paddock where the Fly had been held the day before - full of
rabbit burrows, holes and generally quite dangerous ruts where cars
had driven across it. So, all hands to the pumps again first thing
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Sunday morning to fill
in holes, and move
rings yet again! But all
was not over, as the
club then had to reconvene back at the old
grounds after the event
to put all the gear away,
sloshing through the
mud which had begun
to stink, to get the gear
back in the shed. Think
I saw Ron Frater, one of
our esteemed judges helping out - above and beyond the call of duty, Ron
but very much appreciated.
That’s it from me for this
month. Reece will no
doubt cover Otago’s 50th
anniversary event held at
Anzac weekend - once
again the weather was wet
- I’m getting used to this competing in the rain business - lots of good
runs including my 6-year-old Naughty Brittany managing to do the
weaves in Starters - only the second time he’s done them in 5 years!

Deep South
By Reece Smith
Well it looks like I have been talked into reporting back to everyone
about whats happening down in the deep south which is zone 5, so
here goes!
To start, while this didn’t happen at a zone 5 show, it involves a Zone
5 person J So congrats to Anne Cook and Jolt who got the final AD
they needed at the Selwyn champ to make her up to Agility Champ ..
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GO ZONE 5!
April has been a pretty quiet
month down here in the deep
south with the only show
being held down here being
the OCTC 50th Anniversary
triple agilty triple jumpers
show, running over the long
3 day ANZAC weekend.
With pretty big entries for a
zone 5 show, the first day
50th Anniversary Cake
started a little later at 12pm Below: tableload of trophies.
with the forecast rain looking like it would stay well
away, the keep us all dry.
Unfortunately the man who
controls the weather upstairs
though it would really funny
to wait until we all started
walking
the courses, and let the rain
rip, and we all got soaked!
But as with agility we all
continued and kept in good
spirits.
Saturday and Sunday the sun gods shined down on us and apart
from a bit of wind, we had a lot of fun.
Well Done to Roselle Bremmers and Quiz for taking out the Top
Dog prize, with so many placing’s that the computer thought it
might use two certificates to list them all (the other being the runner
ups one! Whoops), and Billie Fletcher and Elsie for getting Runner
up. Also to Heather Broomhall and Ying for taking out the Starters
Top Dog prize, with Natasha Neame and Ninja for runner up.
They also ran a team’s event (taking results from the agility and
jumpers classes), so well done to “David Bain’s Jersey” for taking
that out
Looking forward to the next zone 5 show, which will be the Taieri
Canine Training Club double double 10th and 11th May.
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10 tips for
teaching the weave
1

Whatever method you use don't get bogged down and
stuck at one point—keep moving on as the dog shows
some competence.

Teach the
dog to
weave on
BOTH
sides from the beginning. If you perfect
one side you are
unlikely to go back
and teach the other
side without a LOT of
persuasion!

2

4

3

Encourage SPEED at all stages of
learning to weave. As soon as the
dog shows some competence ask
it to speed up.
Its really hard
to speed a dog
up once it has
learnt to weave
accurately and
slowly over 12
poles.

Work on INDEPENDENT WEAVES. If your dog has the
confidence to keep weaving without you at its side it
opens up a whole new world of handling possibilities!
Weave the dog from all ANGLES of approach and
keep on making it harder. This is often described as
working around the clockface. People often stick to
quite a narrow range of entries, and if the
dog is presented in a course with one outside of his knowledge he wont know what
to do.

5
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Add distractions. This
Try not to LURE
means moving your
the weaves. Keep
weaves so the background
your hands out of
changes, leaving things
way and don't use
lying around (toys, food containers your body to assist. You are
etc), other dogs nearby, people
trying to teach the dog to
watching/moving alongside/staring, weave by himself.
and place other equipment
nearby...just some suggestions.

6

7

Use different
types of
weave poles.
If you have
no bases—use a base. If you have a narrow
base make it wider. If your poles are narrow
slide wider diameter ones over top. If your
poles are plain add stripes.

8

9

Rewards need to be either placed on the ground or thrown
LOW along the ground, - this means the dog will keep his
head low, and this encourages good posture and a faster
weave.

Teach your dog to LOVE the weave as much as you LOVE them!!
This means making your sessions challenging yet achievable, fun
with well-timed rewards, and short enough to make sure he would
like to
do
more!!

10
By
Karen
de Wit
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Books
Peter Lewis Teaching agility
Clean Run, Workbook- Introductory,
Intermediate, Advanced
Clean Run, Games book
Clean Run, Course design book
The Clothier Natural Jumping
Method, by Suzanne Clothier
Jacqueline O'Neil, All About Agility
Christine Smith, Your Secret Coach
Building Blocks for Performance
Peak Performance - Coaching the Canine Athlete M.Christine Zink
Jumping from A to Z M. Christine
Zink
Course Analysis for Agility Handlers Stuart Mah
Ruff Love Susan Garrett
Shaping Success Susan Garrett
Dogwise John Fisher
Excel-erated Learning Pamela Reid
Developing Jumping Skills
VHS
Ruth Hobday, Pups progress
Ruth Hobday, Advanced control exercises.
Puppy Love - Raise your dog the
Clicker way.
Greg Derrett Foundation Video
Greg Derrett, - Great Dog, Shame
About the Handler

DVD
4 on the Floor
2x2 Weave Training
Agility Fix It, Contacts & Weave
Poles
Agility Foundation Training
Best of the 2006 FCI Agility World
Championships
Best of the 2007 FCI Agility World
Championships
Contacts: Bridging the Gap Between Training & Competition
Crate Games for Self-Control &
Motivation
Foundation Jumping 4-DVD Set
Foundation Training for Agility 3DVD Set
Great Dog Great Handler, The Winning Combination
Great Dog, Shame about the Handler
How to Win at Gamblers and
Snooker
On Course to Excel
Reliable Running A-frames
Success with One Jump 2-DVD Set
World Class Weaves
In FOCUS Crying for Control
Go the Distance Vol. 1
LIBRARY ENQUIRIES
DARRYL JEWISS, 33 Bell Rd,
Lower Hutt 5010 ,
ph: 04-972-7701.
Email: djewiss@paradise.net.nz
OR library@nala.org.nz
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Jane Aukett can be contacted on markjane.aukett@xtra.co.nz
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Beginners and Veterans Course
June 2014
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Beginners and Veterans course
2014-2015 series
Beginners results to markjane.aukett@xtra.co.nz
Veterans results to kpdewit@xtra.co.nz
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VETERANS RESULTS 2013-2014.
We had nearly 50 Veteran dogs competing over the course of the year. Their ages
ranged from 8 years old to 15 years old and all sizes were represented. Clubs that
got involved were:- Hawera, Hawkes bay, Mount Maunganui, Mangawhair, Nelson, Norwest, Rotorua DT, Southland, Tokoroa, Upper Hutt, and South
Rangitikei.
Awards will go to:- Sue Andreson and Tip (Mt Maunganui ) and Janie Worthington with Misty (Hawera.) Both dogs competed every month.
Awards will also go to:Lola Anderson and Morgan (Nelson), Malcolm Ward and Floss (Mt Maunganui),
Robyn Fargher and Gypsy (Hawkes bay) , Carol Galliers and Reece (Hawera)
who only missed one month.
If you would like to get involved in the Veterans series the rules are:1. Any dog aged 8 years or more may take part. Please provide dog’s age with
results.
2. The dogs will be grouped according to their physical height/measure, not the
height they jump.
3. There will be awards at the end of the series.
4. Results will be published in the magazine.
5. Dogs competing in the monthly standard competition are not eligible.
6. The course will be nested with the monthly Link course and will not include
the weave or dogwalk.
7. All jumping obstacles will be performed at any height the handler chooses,
below their NZKC competition height. No up-contacts will be judged.

GAMES RESULTS 2013-2014 series.
(best 7/10 results)
MAXI
1.
Peter de Wit
2.
Jan Murden
3.
Jane Aukett

Ali
JJ Cricket
Paris

UHutt
Mt Maunganui
Uhutt

12
13
21

MIDI
1.
Peter de Wit
2.
Karen de Wit
3.
Deb Jackson

Quick
Finn
Cheeky

UHutt
UHutt
Mt Maunganui

13
16
24

SMALL
1.
Jane Aukett
2.
Sue Alexander
3.
Karen de Wit

Holly
UHutt
Benji

UHutt
Trixie
UHutt

9
24
27
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AGILITY LINK COURSE for June
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June 2014 Course
CL= 114m
(follow measuring line on course plan closely)
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CL = 114. NB: follow line on plan as closely as possible.
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Triathlon, Course 3 = SNOOKER.
Results to kpdewit@xtra.co.nz
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Triathlon Part 3 - Snooker.
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An explanation.
Start at the S/dummy jump. You can jump this from either direction. Pick a red—
then a colour (numbered 1 to 7) then a different red, then a colour (it can be the same
or a different one), then the 3rd red and a 3rd colour (it can be the same or a different
one), then do the closing sequence 2-3-4-5-6-7 and the F jump.
If the bar on a red goes down it doesn't count, so you have to do another red.
In the closing sequence obstacles done out of order = end of scoring—go to the F
jump to get a time. The S/F jumps are not scored.
#3 and #7 are combinations—you have to do the obstacles in the specified order in
the closing (as per the lines), but in the opening they can be done in any order.
In the opening mistakes on colours mean no points are gained but the game can continue. In the closing, faults on colours = end of game—go to the F jump.
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New Zealand Association
of Rally-O
May 2014
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See www.nzaro for plan and full
results
NOVICE ZOOM Course
Signs and station numbers.
1.360R (11)
2. circle right dog outside (N2)
3 right turn(5)
4. Moving sidestep right (20)

Send Results to : mbutler@ihug.co.nz by June 30th

2
3
18
1

F
2
10

12

14

5. Figure of eight (N1)
6. About turn right (7)
7.Left turn (6)
8. circle right dog outside (N2)
9. straight figure of 8 weave twice
(23)
10. Circle left dog on inside (N3)
11. serpentine weave once (24)

Norwest

Sth Rangitikei
DTC
Wanganui DTC

Selwyn
Hawkes Bay DTC

CHBDTC

Wairarapa
Central ADTS

Horowhenua
DOC
Sunshine Whk

Upper Hutt

Canterbury COC

2

3

5
6

7

8
9

10

12

13

11

4

Mt Maunganui

1

Jo Searle & Maxine, Gillian Cruickshank & Sky, Gillian Cruickshank &
Cameo
Kelly Walker & Gael, Gay Bouterey & Angel, Kelly Walker & Scout

Diane Rau & Pearl, Maria van Beek & Buddy, Trish Funnell & Molly

Jenny Purdom & Kyla, Helen Carter & Dart, Helen Carter & Cracka

Olwyn Johnston & Toby, Olwyn Johnston & Maggie, Sheelah Stevens
& Pepsi
Melanie Wyse & Jess, Robin Gemmill & Col, Melanie Wyse & Toby
Vivienne Lewis & Ramble, Jan Voss & Pippa, Johanna Mennell & Ruby

Sue Neale & Chynah, Sue Neale & River, Sue Neale & Flynn
Dot Janssen & Jana, Jill Anderson & Beau, Bobby Dickerson & Amani

Jeff Walkington & Katie, Rosalind Walkington & Emma, Jeff Walkington & Charlie
Barbara James & Shaylar, Barbara James & Finn, Barbara James &
Jordy
Betsy Gleeson & Suede, Betsy Gleeson & Flint, Betsy Gleeson & Trace

Fiona Goodall & Promise, Fiona Goodall & Luna, Fiona Goodall & Epic

April 2014 NZARO/NALA RallyO
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98.7

98.7

99.3

99.7
99.3

100.0

100.0
100.0

100.0
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100.0

342.690

711.840

347.250

388.570

320.690
320.830

357.200

323.260
337.196

310.780

301.890

266.980

250.870
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CLUB COMPETITION
1 Upper Hutt 1

Rush
QuickMagic
Finn

Amanda McKennie
Peter de Wit
Karen de Wit

20.450
20.573
20.976

61.999

2 Mt Maunganui 1 Thanx
Cheeky ADXG.JDX
Beta

Debbie McFarlane
Deb Jackson
Deb Jackson

22.105
23.161
23.875

69.141

3 Counties

Bounce
Flare TCQ FDCH
Charm ADX.S

Marie Wales
Hayley Rohde
Hayley Rohde

23.702
23.820
24.877

72.399

4 Mangawhai

Breeze
Lace ADXG JD
Claire ADXG JDX

Annette Flannagan
Annette Flannagan
Erin Ball

23.629
26.578
27.654

77.861

5 Sth Canterbury

Jonty
Benji
Euro

Natasha Coulter
Bronwyn Rumble
Natasha Coulter

24.732
24.810
28.564

78.106

6 Otago 1

Vapor ADX.JDX
Sonic ADXS.JDX
Boss

Reece Smith
Reece Smith
Marjo Buis

23.639
25.740
30.937

80.316

7 Wairarapa

Tasman ADX JDX
Rusty
Blast

Sharleen Drummond
Stacie Clark
Ana Workman

27.947
28.339
28.371

84.657

8 Waimak 1

Quiz ADXG JDX FD
Radler
Diesel

Roselle Bremmers
Anne Godfrey
Chris Knowles

24.068
33.235
33.276

90.579

9 Cambridge

Rocky ADX JD
Zoe ADX JDX
Paris AD JD

Paul Needham
Paul Needham
Paul Needham

31.183
32.967
36.532

100.682

10 Blenheim 1

Quinn
Toby
Maisie

Stephanie Hayes
Marcela Zatloukalova
Stephanie Hayes

33.640
38.878
67.484

140.002
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DIVISION TWO
1 Central HB

Loose
Breeze
Fly

Kim Loye
Catherine Harty
Catherine Harty

22.976
23.096
26.275

72.347

2 Nelson 2

Swift
Fluke
Mayhem

Hadassa Koessler
Linley Barrett
Diana Martin

22.698
25.604
28.496

76.798

3 North Taranaki 2

Shimmer
Song
Jet

Clare Wellington
Rae Mayhead
Maree Butterworth

24.361
27.156
27.576

79.093

4 Selwyn

River
Jock
Sana

Sue Neale
Carole Logan
Naomi Tsuchida

24.311
24.736
30.100

79.147

5 Mt Maunganui 2

Thyme
Ziggy
Skip JD

Natasha Kenny
Sue Andresen
Mandy Ward

25.352
27.281
27.887

80.520

6 North Shore

Hiska
Bess
Josie

Matilda van Rijnberk
Dave Swinyard
Bruce Ronald

23.145
28.941
33.376

85.462

7 CCATS

Viper
Toffee
Holly JD

Kathryn Snook
Dot Mote
Leanah Magon

27.495
29.047
30.626

87.168

8 Hawkes Bay 2

QuBa
Abby
Echo JDX

Colleen O`Connor
Lex Clare
Lex Clare

23.114
34.007
36.305

93.426

Ruby
Jazz
Buddy

Chris Knowles
Teresa Fitzgerald
Jacki Lassen

21.406
29.916
31.685

83.007

2 Akarana

Indianapolis
Kenzy
Jasmine

Louise Franklin
Rosemarie Baker
Alan Pearson

23.166
29.312
32.052

84.530

3 Wanganui 3

Ziggy
Bronwyn Morgan
Ricki
Bronwyn Morgan
Bailey Bleu JD Claire Smit

21.090
28.780
36.500

86.370

DIVISION THREE.
1 Waimak 3
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4 East BOP

Joy JDX
Rogue JD
Joker JDX

Tina Mitchell
Trish Bush
Una Forrester

22.870
32.280
34.000

89.150

5 Tauranga 3

Tulli ADX JDX FD
Fergus JD
Kobi JD

Shelley Clark
Shelley Clark
Jocelyn Jensen

28.300
30.254
30.669

89.223

6 Canterbury COC

Skye
Henery
Sno

Camille Sargent
Robyn Sanders
Robyn Sanders

30.180
34.014
48.174

112.368

7 Whangarei

Osska ADX JDX
Basil ADX JD
Bilbo

Anne Cozens
Anne Cozens
Anne Cozens

35.750
41.970
45.000

122.720

8 Mt Maunganui 3

Tia
Andy
Sea

Ron Kenny
Glynis Muir
Jan Murden

45.089
47.254
49.291

141.634

9 Horowhenua

Hamish
Ice
Kyla

Brigid Stote-Blandy 50.207
Nicole Robinson
59.038
Jenny Purdom
63.764

173.009

1 Hawkes Bay 4A

Scenic
Jana
Shuffle

Daryl Hogg
Dot Janssen
Robyn Fargher

24.617
26.781
31.816

83.214

2 South Rangitikei

Niko ADXAg, JDX
Chloe JDX FDX AD
Tango

Sandra Mohekey
Lynda Cummins
Liz Tolhurst

25.280
32.320
37.570

95.170

3 Southland

Midge ADXA-G.JDX
Abbey
Ruffy JDX

Joanne Rennell
Karen Turner
Joanne Rennell

25.491
39.029
39.912

104.432

4 Upper Hutt 4

Zee
Trixie
Holly

Nevenka Paterson
Sue Alexander
Jane Aukett

33.864
34.955
37.235

106.054

5 Dog Sport Rotorua

Chan
Boo

Raewyn Saville
Raewyn Saville

31.720
40.030

114.250

DIVISION FOUR.
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Boston

Christine Hutchings 42.500

6 North Taranaki 4

Diaz
Rosie
Scarlett

Rae Mayhead
Patricia Martin
Denise Davis

30.383
39.830
49.224

119.437

7 Hawkes Bay 4B

Misty
Soda
Rumble

Chrissy Harris
Jacky Carbin
Rosemary Wood

35.745
41.922
43.924

121.591

8 Tauranga 4

Jess
Maggy May
Hugo

Gail Handley
Tania Greenwood
Sue Foster

38.194
41.161
45.244

124.599

Beau

Rhys Tidswell

9 CHB Orange Roughies
44.676
142.714
Ruby

10 Norwest

Mary-Anne Thomason

Bess

Shirley Parker

51.920

Zoe ADXB JD FD
Floyd
Barra

Karen Smith
Joan McFarlane
Eva Cadario

47.867
50.427
63.790

46.118

162.084

Well here we are into the second of my course settings. I hope everybody coped with the
somewhat less sophisticated form of course drawing. We are abandoning that idea and
moving on to the system used
previously by Allan Rohde. If
you want to send in a course to
I thought I would toss one of my
me for inclusion in the year's
training schemes at you and see if
competition, send it any old
you would like to try it with your
how you want and we will sort
it onto the proper system. You
new trainees.
can download the Clean Run
system for a free trial and send
it on that if you are clever and patient.
About once a month I run a night which introduces new people to the idea of their dogs
running on their own to the flybox and running back with the retrieve. I usually start off
with a flybox and a fly hurdle and then I move on to two flyhurdles. The whole set is five
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meters apart. Five meters from the Box to the first hurdle and five meters between the first and second hurdle. As a lot of these trainees are not up to doing
much agility, they have not learnt the agility equipment necessary to do Flygility Courses, so I just keep on building up the Fly hurdles till we have four hurdles five meters apart.
For the very new dogs or very young dogs, I dissemble the hurdles and lie them
on the ground flat so that the dog passes over that zone. as they get better at
targeting the white boards I put up the centre section and one side of the hurdle, then I introduce the fly hurdle with two centers, so it is very wide. The
narrowness of the fly hurdles can make it a bit difficult for new dogs to catch
on to in a hurry. I find this is very encouraging to the dogs. When the dogs get
to the 'aha I can do this' stage, I make the start hurdle normal first and leave the
other three wide. Then when the dogs are happy doing that I change the second
hurdle up from the start line to normal, and so on until I have a flyball course of
four fly hurdles set up on low leading to the flybox. the good news about training just with fly hurdles is that the dogs become very familiar with the fly hurdles, they recognise them
It is magic how much fun this Fly instantly when they appear
in a Flygility course in
group is. I find that because new their future training. I also
train two lanes about 15
people taste successful on their
meters apart right from the
first attempt at playing the game
start, no centre cloth. So
it is much easier to convince them we then have a number of
dogs who can compete on
to train for Flygility.
a Flyball course in a
straight line.
The best of these new
Trainees are offered the chance to join our Thursday night Fly Club night.
A lot of the dogs we have coming to play Flyball are whippet and greyhound
crosses, mostly bred as pig dogs who ended up as rescues and re-homed to
wonderful well meaning people who find they need an outlet for their dogs innate craziness. A lot of these dogs may never compete at Flygility, but their
owners come to us to have some quality time with their animals. Some of us
more senior people like to race our dogs on Flyball Courses as well, it keeps
them fit without overtaxing them, keeps them fast as they understand exactly
what is required and their confidence is boosted hugely. We also do a twisted
version of the course which is very challenging.
I really love to see smiling faces on dogs and owners. It doesn't matter if they
get it wrong or the dog chuffs off and has a piddle and comes back and picks up
the ball and finishes the course. It is about fun and games with dogs. I find that
is a very rewarding way to spend an evening. Our Club makes a sausage sizzle
and we have a session of half learning and half competing - takes two hours.
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STANDARD FLYGILITY RESULTS— April
1

Dog Sports Rotorua
team 1

30.380

2

Top DAWG

30.485

3

Mount High

31.190

4

Hawkes Bay 1

31.969

5

Counties Ladies
of the Knight

32.265

6

Counties Border Buzzes

7

Deputy DAWG

34.886

8

Upper Hutt

35.740

9

Waimak 1

36.629

10 Counties Red
& Blacks

36.682

11 Ball fighters

36.950

12 Taranaki Bee Gees

37.020

13

38.590

14 Counties Li'l & Large 39.737

15 Mount Low

40.220

Jay
Chan
Boston
Flint
Spicy JDX ADXB
Mya ADXG JDX
Beta
Cheeky ADXG.JDX
Ziggy
QuBa
Ringo
Roxy
Chi
Knight
FDCH Minx
32.801
Buzz FDX.JD
Flick ADX.S
Seeka
Zephyr ADXB JDX
Kepa ADX
Jete'
FD Stacey
FD Zeba
Quiz ADXG JDX FD
Radler
Angel
Dallas
Flare TCQ FDCH
Robbie
Shaylar FD
Echo
Shadow FDX
Diaz
Zoe
Gympie
Astro
Jess
Bootz
JD Jacques
Geordie
Piper
Tip
AgCh Nifty

Hilary Quemby
Raewyn Saville
Christine Hutchings
Alannah Knapp
Rebecca Sidwell
Rebecca Sidwell
Deb Jackson
Deb Jackson
Sue Andresen
Colleen O`Connor
Dot Janssen
Campbell List
Anna Snell
Allan Rohde
Margaret Anderson
Bolt Elaine Rohde
Chris Charlton
Allan Rohde
Rebecca Sidwell
Marian Holman
Alannah Knapp
Sharon Hastings
Wayne Turner
Wayne Turner
Roselle Bremmers
Anne Godfrey
Chris Knowles
Christine Wallace
Elaine Rohde
Nicole Beaumont
Barbara James
Nichola Cole
Nichola Cole
Rae Mayhead
Sharon Schmidt
Laurel Austin
David Prendergast
Hilary Quemby
Christine Hutchings
Marie Pearman
Christine Wallace
Nicole Beaumont
Sue Andresen
Deb Jackson
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16 Feildabull

40.250

17 Taranaki Hardcore

41.120

18 Wairarapa 3

41.220

19 CHB

43.750

20 Norwest 1

48.750

21 Unforgettabull

48.870

22 Hawkes Bay 2

51.214

23 Waimak 2

75.300

24 Waimak 3

78.633

25 Norwest 2

118.880

Skip JD
Niko ADX.JDX
Gem
Finn
Song
Bella
Rosie
PhamTim
Misty JD FD
Smudge
Taku
Jack AD FD
Pepsi
Barra
Pippa
Ty
Pepsi FD
Harley
FDCH Jordy ADX
Jana
Pepper
Rosie
Diesel
Toby
Pebbles
Zest
Ruby
Saffy
Lottie
Teddy FD
Tripp

Mandy Ward
Sandra Mohekey
Julia Crouch
Barbara James
Rae Mayhead
Lynn Pillette
Patricia Martin
Ana Workman
Sharleen Drummond
Ana Workman
Chris Ross
Chris Ross
Sheelah Stevens
Eva Cadario
Colleen Lauder
Sue Williams
Nichola Cole
Christine Robertson
Barbara James
Dot Janssen
Heather McGrannachan
Heather McGrannachan
Chris Knowles
Angela Cook
Leeanne Russell
Sue McKee
Chris Knowles
Jacki Lassen
Karen Smith
Karen Smith
Samantha Redmond
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STANDARD FLYGILITY COURSE
(S001)
Raewyn Saville June 2014
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CHALLENGE FLYGILITY COURSE
(C001)
Raewyn Saville June 2014
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AGILITY LINK.
COPY: All copy - correspondence, articles, etc should be sent to the Editor. All copy must have the name and address of the contributor. Limit
number of words to 500 or one A4 page. Copy may be abridged or edited.
COURSE PLANS – Any member may submit course plans. Supply as
Course designer or in scale in black pen on an A4 sheet Portrait size, or
Course Design computer format. Publication is not guaranteed.
AGILITY LINK does not accept responsibility for the views expressed by
contributors and retains the right not to publish submissions for reasons
of space or suitability.

ALL SUBS TO THE TREASURER. Cheques should be made payable to
NALA. Payment must be received by the 27th of the month to be current.
EMAIL GROUP: to join send a message to:
NZAgility-subscribe@yahoogroups.com

WEBSITE: located at http://groups.yahoo.com/group/NZAgility
RESULTS: www.nala.org.nz

ADVERTISING.
$10 - 1/4 page ~ $15 - 1/2 page

~$20 - full page
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